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• In 2014/15 a new national curriculum framework was introduced by the 
government for Years 1, 3, 4 and 5.

• However, Years 2 and 6 (due to statutory testing) continued to study the 
previous curriculum for one further year.

• In 2015/16 children in all years at Key Stage 1 and 2 are expected to now study 
the new national curriculum.

• KS1 (Year 2) and KS2 SATs (Year 6) will reflect the new curriculum for the first 
time this year.

Key Stage 1 & 2 National Curriculum Assessment Changes

• In 2016 children in all years at Key Stage 1 and 2 began to study a 
new national curriculum.

• The new curriculum and therefore the SAT’s are much more 
demanding than previous SAT’s in both year groups.

• For those pupils in Year 2 there are more changes on the 
horizon. In 2020 the Government are introducing  a statutory 
Multiplication Tables Check which they will take when they are 
in Year 4 as well as the existing Year 6 SATS.



• ‘Old’ national curriculum levels (e.g. Level 3, 4, 5) have now been abolished, as 
set out in the government guidelines.

• From 2016, test scores will be reported as ‘scaled scores’.

• This means it is very difficult to compare the assessment of a previous year with 
the current year.

• Your child will still be taught with the highest expectations and cover all required 
elements of the curriculum, similar to previous years.

• The new curriculum is more rigorous and sets high expectations which all schools 
have had to work hard to meet since the beginning of last year.

Assessment and Reporting

• ‘Old’ national curriculum levels (e.g. Level 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) have been 
abolished, by the Government.

• Since 2016, test scores are reported as ‘scaled scores’.

• Your child will still be taught to the highest expectation and cover 
all required elements of the curriculum.

2017-2018
KS 2 School Data

Working towards 
the

Expected Standard

Working at the
Expected Standard

Working in Greater 
Depth within the 

Standard
School National School National School National

Reading 0% 25% 100% 75% 60% 28%

Maths 3% 24% 97% 76% 30% 24%
Writing 7% 22% 97% 78% 17% 20%
Spag 3% 22% 97% 78% 63% 34%



Assessment and Reporting

2017 -2018
• Reading, writing and mathematics combined 

attainment: number of pupils who attained the 
expected standard is 87% (National 64%) 

• Reading, writing and mathematics attainment: 
number of pupils who attained the greater depth 
standard is 13% (National 10%) 



What is meant by ‘scaled scores’?

• It is planned that 100 will always represent the ‘national standard’.

• Each pupil’s raw test score will therefore be converted into a score on the scale, 
either at, above or below 100.

• The scale will have a lower end point somewhere below 100 and an upper end 
point above 100.

• A child who achieves the ‘national standard’ (a score of 100) will be judged to 
have demonstrated sufficient knowledge in the areas assessed by the tests.

Scaled Scores
What is meant by ‘scaled scores’ ?

• It is planned that 100 will always represent the ‘National Standard’.

• Each pupil’s raw test score will therefore be converted into a score on the 
scale, either at, above or below 100.

• A child who achieves the ‘National Standard’ (a score of 100) will be judged 
to have demonstrated ‘expected knowledge’ in the areas assessed by the 
tests.

• In July 2019 each pupil will receive:
o A raw score (number of raw marks awarded).
o A scaled score in each tested subject.
o Confirmation of whether or not they attained the ‘National Standard’.

(For KS1 tests, Teachers will use conversion tables issued by the DFE to 
translate pupil’s raw scores into scaled scores to see whether each pupil 
has met the National Standard. Teachers will use the scaled scores to 
inform their teacher assessment judgements.)



On publication of the test results in July 2016:

• A child awarded a scaled score of 100 is judged to have met the ‘national 
standard’ in the area judged by the test.

• A child awarded a scaled score of more than 100 is judged to have exceeded 
the national standard and demonstrated a higher than expected knowledge of 
the curriculum for their age.

• A child awarded a scaled score of less than 100 is judged to have not yet met 
the national standard and performed below expectation for their age.

• Marking guidance for KS1 tests will include conversion tables. Teachers will use 
these to translate pupil’s raw scores into scaled scores to see whether each 
pupil has met the national standard. Teachers will use the scaled scores to 
inform their teacher assessment judgements.

Scaled Score Examples
On publication of the test results in July 2019:

• A child awarded a scaled score of 100 will be judged to have met the ‘National 
Standard’ in the area judged by the test.

• A child awarded a scaled score of less than 100 will be judged to have not yet 
met the ‘National Standard’ and performed below expectation (emerging) for 
their age.



On publication of the test results in July 2016:

• A child awarded a scaled score of 100 is judged to have met the ‘national 
standard’ in the area judged by the test.

• A child awarded a scaled score of more than 100 is judged to have exceeded 
the national standard and demonstrated a higher than expected knowledge of 
the curriculum for their age.

• A child awarded a scaled score of less than 100 is judged to have not yet met 
the national standard and performed below expectation for their age.

• Marking guidance for KS1 tests will include conversion tables. Teachers will use 
these to translate pupil’s raw scores into scaled scores to see whether each 
pupil has met the national standard. Teachers will use the scaled scores to 
inform their teacher assessment judgements.

Higher Attaining Pupils 

• There are NO separate tests for the more able children.

• Each test has scope for higher attaining pupils to show their strengths, however   
equally this means there will be harder questions some children will find
challenging.

• The Government for the last two years have released a scaled score threshold 
of 110 to indicate Greater Depth at KS 2. We await confirmation  this will remain 
the same. 

• Please note there is no greater depth scaled score issued for Key Stage 1 on the 
SATs papers, this can only be attained from the teacher assessment.



On publication of the test results in July 2016:

• A child awarded a scaled score of 100 is judged to have met the ‘national 
standard’ in the area judged by the test.

• A child awarded a scaled score of more than 100 is judged to have exceeded 
the national standard and demonstrated a higher than expected knowledge of 
the curriculum for their age.

• A child awarded a scaled score of less than 100 is judged to have not yet met 
the national standard and performed below expectation for their age.

• Marking guidance for KS1 tests will include conversion tables. Teachers will use 
these to translate pupil’s raw scores into scaled scores to see whether each 
pupil has met the national standard. Teachers will use the scaled scores to 
inform their teacher assessment judgements.

The Results and what next ….

• Secondary Schools receive the Raw scores directly from the DFE

• Secondary schools also receive all Teacher Assessment data

• So what do Secondary Schools do with all this information and 
what does it mean for your child …..?



At the end of Year 2, children will take SATS in:

• Reading;

• English grammar, punctuation and spelling;

• Maths.

The tests are due to take place in May of each year.

The Year 2 Tests
At the end of Year 2, children will take assessments in:

• Reading;

• Maths.

• English Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling – Schools are able to 
decide if they wish to administer this test in school.

• With the Governing Body, St Mary’s School has taken the decision to 
administer this test so that we can track and monitor progress through 
Key Stage 2 where this paper is compulsory at the end of Year 6.

• Writing – children’s writing will be assessed by the teacher. The 
children’s WRITING pieces will form the basis of this judgement 
alongside writing in other subjects. All writing assessed must be 
independent pieces of writing.



The Reading Test consists of two separate papers:

• Paper 1 – Contains a selection of texts totalling between 400 and 700 words 
with questions about the text.

• Paper 2 – Contains a reading booklet of a selection of passages totalling 800 to 
1100 words. Children will write their answers to questions about the passage in a 
separate booklet. 

• Each paper is worth 50% of the marks and should take approximately 30 minutes 
to complete, although the children are not being assessed at working at speed 
so will not be strictly timed. 

• The texts will cover a range of poetry, fiction and non-fiction.

• Questions are designed to assess the comprehension and understanding of a 
child’s reading.

• Some questions are multiple choice or selected response, others require
short answers and some require an extended response or explanation.

Year 2 Reading
The Reading Test will consist of two separate papers:

• Paper 1 – Contains a selection of texts totalling between 400 and 700 words 
with questions about the text.

• Paper 2 – Contains a reading booklet of a selection of passages totalling 800 to 
1100 words. Children will write their answers to questions about the passage in a 
separate booklet. 

• Each paper is worth 50% of the marks and should take approximately 30 minutes 
to complete. 

• The texts will cover a range of poetry, fiction and non-fiction.

• Questions are designed to assess the comprehension and understanding of a 
child’s reading.

• Some questions are multiple choice or selected response, others require
short answers and some require an extended response or explanation.



The Reading Test consists of two separate papers:

• Paper 1 – Contains a selection of texts totalling between 400 and 700 words 
with questions about the text.

• Paper 2 – Contains a reading booklet of a selection of passages totalling 800 to 
1100 words. Children will write their answers to questions about the passage in a 
separate booklet. 

• Each paper is worth 50% of the marks and should take approximately 30 minutes 
to complete, although the children are not being assessed at working at speed 
so will not be strictly timed. 

• The texts will cover a range of poetry, fiction and non-fiction.

• Questions are designed to assess the comprehension and understanding of a 
child’s reading.

• Some questions are multiple choice or selected response, others require
short answers and some require an extended response or explanation.

Year 2 Reading



Year 2 Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar

The test consists of two separate papers:

• Paper 1: spelling (20 marks).

• Paper 2: questions (20 marks).



Grammar, Punctuation and Vocabulary Paper

Year 2 Sample Questions



Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Paper

Year 2 Sample Questions



Children will sit two tests: Paper 1 and Paper 2:
• Paper 1 is for arithmetic, lasting approximately 25 minutes and worth 25 marks. 

It covers calculation methods for all operations.

• Paper 2 covers problem solving, reasoning and mathematical fluency, lasts for 
approximately 35 minutes and is worth 35 marks.

• Pupils will still require calculation skills and questions will be varied including 
multiple choice, matching, true/false, completing a chart or table or drawing a 
shape. Some questions will also require children to show or explain their 
working out.

Year 2  Mathematics

Children will sit two tests: Paper 1 and Paper 2:

• Paper 1 is for arithmetic, lasting approximately 20 minutes and worth 25 marks. 
It covers calculation methods for all operations.

• Paper 2 covers problem solving, reasoning and mathematical fluency, lasts for 
approximately 35 minutes and is worth 35 marks.

• Pupils will still require calculation skills and questions will be varied including 
multiple choice, matching, true/false, completing a chart or table or drawing a 
shape. Some questions will also require children to show or explain their 
working out.



Year 2 Sample Questions

Maths Paper 1: Arithmetic



Year 2  Sample Questions

Maths Paper 2: Reasoning



At the end of Year 2, children will take SATS in:

• Reading;

• English grammar, punctuation and spelling;

• Maths.

The tests are due to take place in May of each year.

The Year 6 Tests
•Statutory tests will be administered in the following subjects:

o Reading (60 minutes)

o Spelling (approximately 15 minutes)

o Punctuation, Vocabulary and Grammar (45 minutes)

o Mathematics
- Paper 1: Arithmetic (30 minutes)
- Paper 2: Reasoning (40 minutes)
- Paper 3: Reasoning (40 minutes)

All tests are externally marked

Writing – children’s writing will be assessed by the teacher. The children’s 
WRITING pieces will form the basis of this judgement alongside writing in other 
subjects.



The Reading Test consists of two separate papers:

• Paper 1 – Contains a selection of texts totalling between 400 and 700 words 
with questions about the text.

• Paper 2 – Contains a reading booklet of a selection of passages totalling 800 to 
1100 words. Children will write their answers to questions about the passage in a 
separate booklet. 

• Each paper is worth 50% of the marks and should take approximately 30 minutes 
to complete, although the children are not being assessed at working at speed 
so will not be strictly timed. 

• The texts will cover a range of poetry, fiction and non-fiction.

• Questions are designed to assess the comprehension and understanding of a 
child’s reading.

• Some questions are multiple choice or selected response, others require
short answers and some require an extended response or explanation.

Year 6 Reading
• The Reading Test consists of a single test paper with three unrelated reading 

texts which get progressively more complex.

• Children are given 60 minutes in total, which includes reading the texts and 
answering the questions.

• A total of 50 marks are available.

• Questions are designed to assess the comprehension and understanding of a 
child’s reading.

• Some questions are multiple choice or selected response, others require short 
answers and some require an extended response or explanation.



The Reading Test consists of two separate papers:

• Paper 1 – Contains a selection of texts totalling between 400 and 700 words 
with questions about the text.

• Paper 2 – Contains a reading booklet of a selection of passages totalling 800 to 
1100 words. Children will write their answers to questions about the passage in a 
separate booklet. 

• Each paper is worth 50% of the marks and should take approximately 30 minutes 
to complete, although the children are not being assessed at working at speed 
so will not be strictly timed. 

• The texts will cover a range of poetry, fiction and non-fiction.

• Questions are designed to assess the comprehension and understanding of a 
child’s reading.

• Some questions are multiple choice or selected response, others require
short answers and some require an extended response or explanation.

Year 6 Reading



The Reading Test consists of two separate papers:

• Paper 1 – Contains a selection of texts totalling between 400 and 700 words 
with questions about the text.

• Paper 2 – Contains a reading booklet of a selection of passages totalling 800 to 
1100 words. Children will write their answers to questions about the passage in a 
separate booklet. 

• Each paper is worth 50% of the marks and should take approximately 30 minutes 
to complete, although the children are not being assessed at working at speed 
so will not be strictly timed. 

• The texts will cover a range of poetry, fiction and non-fiction.

• Questions are designed to assess the comprehension and understanding of a 
child’s reading.

• Some questions are multiple choice or selected response, others require
short answers and some require an extended response or explanation.

Year 6 Reading



The Reading Test consists of two separate papers:

• Paper 1 – Contains a selection of texts totalling between 400 and 700 words 
with questions about the text.

• Paper 2 – Contains a reading booklet of a selection of passages totalling 800 to 
1100 words. Children will write their answers to questions about the passage in a 
separate booklet. 

• Each paper is worth 50% of the marks and should take approximately 30 minutes 
to complete, although the children are not being assessed at working at speed 
so will not be strictly timed. 

• The texts will cover a range of poetry, fiction and non-fiction.

• Questions are designed to assess the comprehension and understanding of a 
child’s reading.

• Some questions are multiple choice or selected response, others require
short answers and some require an extended response or explanation.

Year 6 Reading



The Reading Test consists of two separate papers:

• Paper 1 – Contains a selection of texts totalling between 400 and 700 words 
with questions about the text.

• Paper 2 – Contains a reading booklet of a selection of passages totalling 800 to 
1100 words. Children will write their answers to questions about the passage in a 
separate booklet. 

• Each paper is worth 50% of the marks and should take approximately 30 minutes 
to complete, although the children are not being assessed at working at speed 
so will not be strictly timed. 

• The texts will cover a range of poetry, fiction and non-fiction.

• Questions are designed to assess the comprehension and understanding of a 
child’s reading.

• Some questions are multiple choice or selected response, others require
short answers and some require an extended response or explanation.

Year 6 Reading
• Precision of answers are key to success in the new 

reading assessment.
• Pupils must be concise and clear in their answers.

• Re Mark:
Pupil: “ Because know one knew what they actually 
looked like”
Mark Scheme: They didn’t actually know what it 
looked like.
• Response : The mark scheme has been applied 

correctly. The response is not sufficiently precise to 
meet the acceptable point and is not creditworthy.



Year 6 Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar

• A Spelling test is administered containing 20 words, lasting approximately 15 
minutes.

• A separate test is given on Punctuation, Vocabulary and Grammar which has 
significantly increased in difficulty.

• This test lasts for 45 minutes and requires short answer questions, including 
some multiple choice.

• Marks for these two tests are added together to give a total for Spelling, 
Punctuation and Grammar.



Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Paper 1

Year 6 Sample Questions



Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Paper 1

Year 6 Sample Questions
Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Paper 1



Children will sit two tests: Paper 1 and Paper 2:
• Paper 1 is for arithmetic, lasting approximately 25 minutes and worth 25 marks. 

It covers calculation methods for all operations.

• Paper 2 covers problem solving, reasoning and mathematical fluency, lasts for 
approximately 35 minutes and is worth 35 marks.

• Pupils will still require calculation skills and questions will be varied including 
multiple choice, matching, true/false, completing a chart or table or drawing a 
shape. Some questions will also require children to show or explain their 
working out.

Year 6 Mathematics

• The Mathematics tests have undergone the biggest change.

• Children will sit three tests: Paper 1, Paper 2 and Paper 3.

• Paper 1 is for ‘Arithmetic’ lasting for 30 minutes, covering calculation methods for 
all operations, including use of fractions, percentages and decimals.

• Papers 2 and 3 cover ‘Problem Solving and Reasoning’, each lasting for 40 
minutes.

• Pupils will still require calculation skills for the reasoning papers but will need to 
answer questions in context and decide what is required to find a solution.

• Questions gradually increase in difficulty. Not all children will be expected to 
access some of the more difficult questions later in the paper.



Year 6 Sample Questions

Maths Paper 1: Arithmetic



Year 6 Sample Questions

Maths Paper 2 / Paper 3 : Reasoning



Year 6 Sample Questions

Maths Paper 2 / Paper 3 : Reasoning



Science

Science assessments are completed bi annually and are completed 
as a sample of pupils from a sample of schools.

In 2019 there will be NO science sampling from the DFE

All pupils will also have a Teacher Assessment for Science



Example Papers 
•Please take 5 mins to look at the 

sample papers on each table

• There will be an opportunity to ask 
questions at the end of the evening

•PLEASE DO NOT  use these papers at 
home with your children until we have 
administered them in school.



• First and foremost, support and reassure your child that there is nothing to 
worry about and that they should always just try their best. Praise and 
encourage!

• Ensure your child has the best possible attendance at school.

• Support your child with any homework tasks.

• Reading, spelling and arithmetic (e.g. times tables) are always good to practise.

• Talk to your child about what they have learnt at school and what book(s) they 
are reading (the character, the plot, their opinion).

• Make sure your child has a good sleep and healthy breakfast every morning!

Administration and Timing of Tests

Year 2
• Reading, Maths and SPaG are administered in the final weeks of May. 

The Writing is ongoing but will be finalised during by mid June.
• The resit for Phonics screening will take place w/c 10th June for some 

pupils.
• Tests are marked by the teacher and may be audited externally by LA 

moderators.
• Results will be reported to Parents in July.

Year 6
• Tests administered during the week Monday 13th May – Thursday 16th

May.
• Tests are marked by external agencies (apart from the writing which 

may be audited externally by LA moderators).
• Results are sent back to schools.
• Results will be reported to Parents in July.

• IT IS ESSENTIAL ALL PUPILS ARE IN SCHOOL DURING THESE TIMES



• First and foremost, support and reassure your child that there is nothing to 
worry about and that they should always just try their best. Praise and 
encourage!

• Ensure your child has the best possible attendance at school.

• Support your child with any homework tasks.

• Reading, spelling and arithmetic (e.g. times tables) are always good to practise.

• Talk to your child about what they have learnt at school and what book(s) they 
are reading (the character, the plot, their opinion).

• Make sure your child has a good sleep and healthy breakfast every morning!

Administration and Timing of Tests

•Monday 13th May : SPAG * Changed last year

• Tuesday 14th May : Reading

•Wednesday 15th May : Maths Arithmetic Paper 1
: Maths Reasoning Paper 2

• Thursday 16th May : Maths Reasoning Paper 3



• First and foremost, support and reassure your child that there is nothing to 
worry about and that they should always just try their best. Praise and 
encourage!

• Ensure your child has the best possible attendance at school.

• Support your child with any homework tasks.

• Reading, spelling and arithmetic (e.g. times tables) are always good to practise.

• Talk to your child about what they have learnt at school and what book(s) they 
are reading (the character, the plot, their opinion).

• Make sure your child has a good sleep and healthy breakfast every morning!

How to Help Your Child

• First and foremost, support and reassure your child that there is nothing to worry 
about and that they should always just try their best. Praise and encourage!

• Ensure your child has the best possible attendance at school. There are boosters 
happening throughout the week and these cannot be repeated.

• Support your child with any home learning tasks or anything they have found tricky 
in school. Log onto Mymaths, IXL (Year 6),  SPaG.COM and practise independently.

• Reading, spelling and arithmetic (e.g. times tables, standard calculation methods) 
are always good to practise.

• Talk to your child about what they have learnt at school and what book(s) they are 
reading (the character, the plot, their opinion). ‘Explaining’ and ‘Justifying’ are key 
skills along with ‘Inference’ and ‘Deduction’. At Year 6 there are very few retrieval 
questions.

• Before the tests ensure your child has a good sleep and healthy breakfast to get 
the best start to the day.



Year 6 IXL Practise…

Food for thought…



Listening to your child read can take many forms:
• First and foremost, focus developing an enjoyment and love of reading.

• Enjoy stories together – reading stories to your child is equally as important as 
listening to your child read.

• Read a little at a time but often, rather than rarely but for long periods of time!

• Talk about the story before, during and afterwards – discuss the plot, the 
characters, their feelings and actions, how it makes you feel, predict what will 
happen and encourage your child to have their own opinions.

• Look up definitions of words together – you could use a dictionary, the Internet or 
an app on a phone or tablet.

• All reading is valuable – it doesn’t have to be just stories. Reading can involve 
anything from fiction and non-fiction, poetry, newspapers, magazines, football 
programmes, TV guides.

• Visit the local library - it’s free!

How to Help Your Child with Reading
• First and foremost, focus developing an enjoyment and love of reading. Reading to an adult is 

KEY !

• Enjoy stories together – reading stories to your child is equally as important as listening to your 
child read at any age.

• Read a little at a time but often, rather than rarely but for long periods of time.

• Year 6 and Year 2 it is essential that they can read at speed and still retain an understanding of 
what has been read – one of the biggest challenge is finishing the paper.

• Talk about the story before, during and afterwards – discuss the plot, the characters, their 
feelings and actions, how it makes you feel, predict what will happen and encourage your child 
to have their own opinions (Year 6 justifying this from the text).

• Look up definitions of words together. Discuss tricky or unusual words as they come up in daily 
life / in the news etc. There are specific vocabulary knowledge questions.
(ajar, haze, haunches ……..)

• All reading is valuable – it doesn’t have to be just stories. Reading can involve anything from 
fiction and non-fiction, poetry, newspapers, magazines, football programmes, TV guides.

• Y6 – ask your child to demonstrate ‘Book Talk’. It helps them to verbalise a deeper understanding 
of the text.



• Practise and learn weekly spelling lists – make it fun!

• Encourage opportunities for writing, such as letters to family or friends, shopping 
lists, notes or reminders, stories or poems.

• Write together – be a good role model for writing.

• Encourage use of a dictionary to check spelling.

• Allow your child to use a computer for word processing, which will allow for 
editing and correcting of errors without lots of crossing out.

• Remember that good readers become good writers! Identify good writing 
features when reading (e.g. vocabulary, sentence structure, punctuation).

• Show your appreciation: praise and encourage, even for small successes!

How to Help Your Child with Writing

• Correct poor grammar in speech – for example, don’t accept:
“Can I go shop?”    “I’ll get it took off me.”  “Can I go to toilet?”

• Use SPaG. Com to practise tricky concept and use the CPG books sold in 
school.

• Handwriting forms part of the ‘expected standard’ statement. Even copying 
from non-fiction books and sections from stories can help improve style and the 
pace of handwriting. Handwriting must be legible, fluent and mostly joined or 
appear to join. 

• Attitude to writing: what does your child want to write about? A reason for 
writing – such as to your MP, the local newspaper or to a favourite website 
can really help!

• Spelling forms part of the ‘expected’ statement. Our weekly tests serve as 
evidence to support this judgement. Please revise old spellings regularly and 
talk about important spelling rules so as to reinforce them. 



• Practise and learn weekly spelling lists – make it fun!

• Encourage opportunities for writing, such as letters to family or friends, shopping 
lists, notes or reminders, stories or poems.

• Write together – be a good role model for writing.

• Encourage use of a dictionary to check spelling.

• Allow your child to use a computer for word processing, which will allow for 
editing and correcting of errors without lots of crossing out.

• Remember that good readers become good writers! Identify good writing 
features when reading (e.g. vocabulary, sentence structure, punctuation).

• Show your appreciation: praise and encourage, even for small successes!

How to Help Your Child with Writing

• Encourage opportunities for writing, such as letters to family or friends, shopping 
lists, notes or reminders, stories or poems.

• Check writing together – Is the punctuation correct? Are the letters correctly 
formed ? Are all familiar words spelt correctly ?

• Discuss your child’s writing target with them … have they met these targets?

• Remember that good readers become good writers. Identify good writing 
features when reading (e.g. vocabulary, sentence structure, punctuation).

• Show your appreciation: praise and encourage, even for small successes.



• Play times tables games.

• Play mental maths games including counting in different amounts, forwards and 
backwards.

• Encourage opportunities for telling the time.

• Encourage opportunities for counting coins and money e.g. finding amounts or 
calculating change when shopping.

• Look for numbers on street signs, car registrations and anywhere else.

• Look for examples of 2D and 3D shapes around the home.

• Identify, weigh or measure quantities and amounts in the kitchen or in recipes.

• Play games involving numbers or logic, such as dominoes, card games,
draughts or chess.

How to Help Your Child with Maths
• Practice times tables and quick addition / subtraction skills.

• Complete Home Learning ( using methods taught in school where applicable)

• Use the CGP Maths books, sold in school as a reference or for additional 
practise.

• Use the Mymaths resource for aspects of maths your child is finding tricky –
username: stmaryspsh password: Line 14.     Year 6 use  IXL

• Play mental maths games including counting in different amounts, forwards and 
backwards….. For older pupils can they count in decimals

• Encourage opportunities for telling the time, and older pupils working out time 
intervals and reading timetables.

• Encourage opportunities for counting coins and money e.g. finding amounts or 
calculating change when shopping.

• Play games involving numbers or logic, such as dominoes, card games,
draughts or chess.



Thank you for attending 
this evening 


